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ABSTRACT

Avalanche multiphoton photoluminescence (AMPL) is observed from coupled Au–Al nanoantennas under intense laser pumping, which
shows more than one order of magnitude emission intensity enhancement and distinct spectral features compared with ordinary metallic
photoluminescence. The experiments are conducted by altering the incident laser intensity and polarization using a home-built scanning
confocal optical microscope. The results show that AMPL originates from the recombination of avalanche hot carriers that are seeded by
multiphoton ionization. Notably, at the excitation stage, multiphoton ionization is shown to be assisted by the local electromagnetic field
enhancement produced by coupled plasmonic modes. At the emission step, the giant AMPL intensity can be evaluated as a function of the local
field environment and the thermal factor for hot carriers, in accordance with a linear relationship between the power law exponent coefficient
and the emitted photon energy. The dramatic change in the spectral profile is explained by spectral linewidth broadening mechanisms. This
study offers nanospectroscopic evidence of both the potential optical damages for plasmonic nanostructures and the underlying physical
nature of light–matter interactions under a strong laser field; it illustrates the significance of the emerging topics of plasmonic-enhanced
spectroscopy and laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy.
Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0032611., s

I. INTRODUCTION
Exhibiting fascinating linear and non-linear optical properties,
plasmonic nanoantennas have been subjects of numerous investigations in recent years.1–4 Their potential applications in a variety of fields, such as biosensing,5,6 light harvesting systems,7 and
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field effect transistors,8,9 have motivated researchers to understand
their fundamental physical properties and the optical processes
they can support. Localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPRs)
have attracted particular attention as they allow concentrating and
enhancing the electromagnetic field in sub-wavelength volumes.10–12
The influences of LSPRs on the linear optical properties of plasmonic
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nanoantennas, such as the scattering, absorption, and single-photon
photoluminescence (PL) emission, as well as the nonlinear optical
properties, such as harmonic generations (HG) and multiphoton
photoluminescence (MPL), have been investigated.4,13–19
Metallic PL was first observed by Morradian in 1969 from noble
metal films, and the PL emission was classically attributed to the
radiative recombination of electrons near the Fermi energy level
with holes in the d-band.20–23 Yet, with the development of nanotechnology, pieces of evidence also emerged that in some cases
the PL spectra and energy from plasmonic nanostructure closely
follow their far-field scattering or extinction spectral profiles.24–27
These observations clearly demonstrated the involvement of LSPRs
in the metallic PL; the PL emission is associated with the radiative decay from the LSPRs energy levels.24–27 Thanks to those new
observations, the PL, and especially MPL, of plasmonic nanoparticles (NPs) becomes crucial to understand the fundamental mechanisms of optical transitions in metallic nanoparticle and to explore
their practical applications such as local emitters based on nonlinear
processes, two-photon PL (TPL) imaging, and plasmonic saturable
absorber.28–31
Ultrafast laser pulses are normally required to produce considerable MPL. The number of the absorbed photon for an optical
transition, namely, the power law exponent coefficient, can be evaluated by the fitting slope in a double logarithmic coordinate, which
plots the MPL intensity as a function of the incident laser intensity.
Generally, the slope is not larger than two due to the fast relaxation
of the first excited electron in the conduction band.32 Nevertheless,
a slope of up to 18 has been reported, for example, in the avalanchelike MPL from coupled Au nanowires.33,34 Similar phenomena were
observed from Ag nanowire arrays and monomers.33,35,36 These high
power laws were attributed to the local field enhancement induced
by the surface plasmon resonance and to surface plasmon–assisted
thermal radiation.33,34 However, the complex underlying physical
nature still needs to be clarified.
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We report here the observation of giant avalanche multiphoton photoluminescence (AMPL) from coupled Au–Al nanodimers,
which benefits from both the strong local field enhancement in the
nanogap of the two constituting NPs and from their tunable coupled
plasmonic modes.19 The changes in the dependence of the power
law exponent coefficient on the incident laser intensity, as well as the
polarization and emission spectral shapes before and after the occurrence of AMPL, are systematically investigated. The underlying
physical mechanisms are discussed considering Keldysh rate equations in a strong electromagnetic field regime. Here, “strong” is a
relative term—opposite of “weak” or “perturbative”—which denotes
that the laser intensity is beyond the optical breakdown threshold. Laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy and its microscopic hot
carrier dynamics are investigated.
II. RESULTS
Au–Al heterodimers of different particle sizes and gap (edgeto-edge) distances have been measured. For simplification, the
expression “AuD1-AlD2-gD3” represents a heterodimer that is composed of an Au NP with a diameter “D1” nm and an Al NP with
a diameter of “D2” nm, which are “D3” nm (edge-to-edge gap)
apart from each other. For the contacted heterodimers, the denotation for the gap distance is omitted. The AMPL is first observed
from contacted Au–Al heterodimers and those with the smallest
gaps. As compared to the PL before the AMPL occurrence, the
AMPL intensity is more than one order of magnitude larger and
shows a dramatic spectral change. The changes in spectral intensity
and shape are irreversible when the incident laser intensity returns
to its original value. The above observations are demonstrated in
Figs. 1(a)–1(c), which shows optical measurements performed for
a single contacted Au120–Al140 heterodimer excited using the same
incident laser intensity. The incident beam is linearly polarized along
the dimer long axis, as shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). As can be seen

FIG. 1. (a) Confocal optical images before (upper picture) and after (lower picture) the occurrence of AMPL. The optical signals are collected from 350 nm to 680 nm. (b) The
emission spectra before (red) and after (blue) the occurrence of AMPL. For better visibility, the red spectrum is multiplied by a factor of 30. (c) The dependence of spectrally
integrated emission intensities (390 nm–700 nm) on the excitation polarization. The red dots represent the dependency before the occurrence of AMPL, which is multiplied
by 50 for better visibility. The blue squares are those after the occurrence of AMPL. Figures 1(a)–1(c) are taken from the same single heterodimer Au120–Al140, and the
incident beam is linearly polarized.
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FIG. 2. (a) Double logarithmic plot of the MPL intensity from a single Au120–Al160
heterodimer as a function of the incident laser intensity. The incident beam is linearly polarized along the long dimer axis. We can distinguish four regimes with
1 pre-AMPL step, which is indicated
different excitation intensity dependences: ⃝
2 AMPL occurring step, which is represented by the black dashed
by the red dots; ⃝
3 post-AMPL step with continuous increase in the incident intensity until to
line; ⃝
4 post-AMPL step with
the limit of the laser, which is indicated by the blue dots; ⃝
decreasing laser intensity until below the previous threshold, which is represented
as blue dots. The fit slope from MPL at step 1 is 2.1, which increases to 2.9 at
3 and ⃝
4 . (b) Excitation polarization–dependent MPL intensity measured
steps ⃝
from a single Au120–Al180 heterodimer. The dimer long axis is at around 80○ at a
weak excitation intensity. The integrated intensities are multiplied by a factor of 10
for better legibility. The blue dots and squares represent the experimental results
1 to ⃝
2 at a stronger excitation intensity.
obtained around the transition from step ⃝
The AMPL takes place during the step at which the excitation polarization angle
changes from 80○ to 100○ .
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better visibility. The blue squares are those after AMPL. The dipoleemission-like curves (red and blue) serve for guiding the eye. It can
be seen that the dominant change comparing these two patterns is
the intensity.
To identify the involvement of multi-photon processes and the
presence of a threshold laser intensity that is able to trigger the
AMPL signals, we have performed optical measurements on Au–
Al heterodimers of varying geometries. A double logarithmic plot
of the MPL intensity taken from a single contacted Au120–Al160
heterodimer as a function of the incident laser intensity is shown
in Fig. 2(a). The incident beam is linearly polarized along the long
dimer axis, as shown in the inset. We can distinguish four regimes
1 pre-AMPL step,
with different excitation intensity dependences: ⃝
2 AMPL step, which is reprewhich is indicated by the red dots; ⃝
3 post-AMPL step with continuous
sented by the dashed black line; ⃝
increase in the incident intensity up to the applicable power-limit of
4 post-AMPL step
the laser, which is indicated by the blue dots; ⃝
with decreasing laser intensity until below the previous threshold,
which is represented as blue dots as well. For the studied single
contacted Au120–Al160 heterodimer, a laser intensity threshold of
1 to ⃝
2 . The
around 69 GW cm−2 is required to transit from step ⃝
1 is 2.1, which increases to 2.9 at steps ⃝
3 and ⃝
4,
fit slope at step ⃝
indicating that the number of photons involved per transition event
2 to ⃝
3.
changes from ⃝
Another strategy to trigger the AMPL without changing the
incident power is to rotate the excitation polarization. As shown
in Fig. 2(b), AMPL is triggered at a single contacted Au120–Al180
heterodimer via varying the excitation polarization from along the
dimer short axis to the long axis. The dimer long axis is around 80○ ,
as can be seen from the dipole-like emission pattern (red dots) at
weak excitation intensity. The integrated PL intensities are multiplied by a factor of 10 for better legibility. The blue dots and squares
represent the experimental results obtained around the transition
from the pre-AMPL step to the post-AMPL step, which are excited
with a stronger incident intensity (63 GW cm−2 ). As highlighted
in the inset of Fig. 2(b), the Au120–Al180 heterodimer exhibits
a slightly increasing PL by turning the linear polarization from
along the short dimer axis (0○ ) to nearly along the long dimer axis
(approaching to 80○ ). Afterward, the AMPL takes place during the
step at which the excitation polarization angle changes from 80○
to 100○ . The excitation polarization rotation step is 20○ . The delay
between two consecutive measurements is ∼20 s.

III. DISCUSSIONS

from Fig. 1(a), the maximum intensity at the center of the Airy disk
recorded with the AMPL occurrence (lower picture) is more than
30 times stronger than the one without (upper picture). The corresponding spectra are shown in Fig. 1(b), where the AMPL spectrum
(shown in blue) is at least 30 times higher than the one mentioned
earlier (shown in red). Notably, the SHG intensity decreases dramatically after the occurrence of AMPL. The dependence of spectrally
integrated emission intensities (from 390 nm to 700 nm) on excitation polarization is shown in Fig. 1(c). The red dots represent the
dependency before AMPL, which is multiplied by a factor of 50 for
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The excitation of TPL from noble metals in the weak electromagnetic field regime is usually described via a sequential absorption
of two single photons.20,37,38 In this case, the electron in the conduction sp-band below the Fermi energy level Ef absorbing the first
photon is excited above the Ef via intraband transition, which leaves
a hole behind. The second photon excites an electron in the valence
d-band, which recombines with the hole created in the previous excitation step. A hole in the d-band is then left. The recombination of
the excited sp-band electron and d-band hole gives rise to the TPL.
As shown in Fig. 3(a), the emission spectra for an Au monomer
(blue), Al monomer (yellow), Al–Al dimer (black), Au–Au dimer
(green), and Au–Al dimer (red) of the same diameter (160 nm) in
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FIG. 3. (a) Emission spectra for an
Au monomer (blue), Al monomer (yellow), Al–Al dimer (black), Au–Au dimer
(green), and Au–Al dimer (red) in the
weak electromagnetic field. The NPs
have the same diameter (160 nm) and
the dimers have no gap. The incident
beam is linearly polarized along the
dimer long axis. (b) The SEM images
of contacted Au160–Al240 (left column)
and Au 180–Al120–g40 (right column)
heterodimers without (upper row) and
with (lower row) the occurrence of
AMPL. The white dashed rings indicate the original positions of Au NPs
before AMPL occurs. (c) The calculated
Keldysh parameter as a function of the
incident laser intensity. (d) Calculated
electron (red) and lattice (blue) temperature vs time according to the twotemperature model at the critical laser
intensity of 70.6 GW cm−2 . The black
horizontal dashed line represents the
melting point of Au NPs: 1045 K.

the weak electromagnetic field are compared. It is clearly visible that
for Al neither the monomer nor dimer gives strong TPL as it is
for the Au NP. The potential reason could be the weaker near-field
enhancement at the Al NP and its reduced crystallinity due to the
native oxide layer.39,40 Thus, the TPL signal from the heterodimers
originates dominantly from the Au NP.
Before reaching the emission state, the excited electrons reach
a thermal equilibrium through electron–electron and electron–
phonon scattering.41–43 The effect of fast (sub-ps) electron thermalization in the weak field regime is often omitted. However, in a
strong electromagnetic field, quasi-free electrons in the conduction
band can be generated through nonlinear processes such as multiphoton ionization or tunneling ionization.44 More free carriers can
be produced through cascade ionization once free charges gain sufficient kinetic energy from the electromagnetic field.44 The rapid
ionization leads to plasma formation and to a dramatic increase in
the absorption coefficient, which in turn gives rise to a faster energy
transfer from the electric field to the medium.3,44,45 Collisional heating of the electrons occurs before they transfer the energy to the
lattice. This heating and energy diffusion, seeded by multiphoton
ionization and combined with cascade ionization, result in an electron avalanche.46 The resulting large amount of hot electrons in the
conduction bands and hot holes in the valence bands recombine and
produce a high number of photons, corresponding to AMPL. Once
the electron avalanche is triggered, either by increasing the incident
beam intensity or enhancing the local electromagnetic field, further
ionization will not stop until all the valence electrons are ionized.45
When phonons gain high enough kinetic energy from hot electrons
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such that their displacement corresponds to a fraction of the lattice
constant, the material undertakes a phase transition to melt.45 At
sufficient high laser intensity, the lattice can be removed from the
target surface through Coulomb explosion or thermal vaporization
mechanisms.47 Due to the space-charge effect and band structure
modification,47 e.g., higher crystallinity,48 even at weak radiation
field, the NPs still show a stronger power law dependence on laser
intensity than those absent from AMPL,47,49–51 as shown in Fig. 2(a).
The SEM images of thermally damaged nanostructures are shown
in Fig. 3(b). The Au NPs (left side of the dimer) are severely damaged (lower panel) after the occurrence of AMPL, compared with
the case without optical measurements (upper panel). On the contrary, the Al NPs (right side of the dimer) approximately maintain their geometries even after the occurrence of AMPL. Based on
Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), it is reasonable to attribute the generation of
AMPL to the optical breakdown process of Au NPs induced by a
strong electromagnetic field.
The ionization of the condensed medium induced by a strong
electromagnetic field or a photoionization process has been quantitatively described by the Keldysh rate equations.52 Photoionization
consists of contributions from tunneling ionization and multiphoton ionization and the ratio between these two can be quantified
via the Keldysh parameter γ.46,52 When γ is larger than 1, the photoionization is mainly induced by the multiphoton ionization; when
γ is smaller than 1, tunneling ionization becomes dominant.52 In
Fig. 3(c), the Keldysh parameter is shown as a function of the laser
intensity (the gray background highlights the operation range of our
laser intensity) is larger than 1, which implies that photoionization
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in our case is mainly induced by multiphoton ionization. It becomes
clear that the “seeds” for the electron avalanche are, indeed, fed by
multiphoton ionized electrons. This explains the generation mechanism of the AMPL and the reason why more than two photons are
able to be absorbed during the AMPL process, as seen in the change
of fit slops in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b).
The optical breakdown threshold for Au NPs induced by
a strong electromagnetic field can be evaluated by the twotemperature model (TTM), taking the source term into account.53,54
The criterion adopted here is that the optical breakdown occurs
when the lattice temperature reaches the melting point of Au NP
at 1045 K.53 The temperature-dependent electron capacity and
electron–phonon coupling are imposed to improve the calculating
accuracy (see the supplementary material).55 The calculated electron
(red) and lattice (blue) temperatures vs time are shown in Fig. 3(d).
The horizontal dashed black line represents the melting point of Au
NPs at 1045 K. As we can see, the electron and phonon reach the
thermal equilibrium after a time scale of picoseconds. According
to the TTM calculation, a laser intensity of around 71 GW cm−2 is
required for the lattice temperature to reach the melting point. This
value is in agreement with the experimental threshold observed in
Fig. 2(a).
TTM is able to evaluate the thermal damage threshold for
bulk metals in the focus of a strong laser beam. However, the local
field enhancement of specific plasmonic structures is omitted in
such a model. To explore the excitation angle-dependent AMPL
effect, as shown in Fig. 2(b), we simulated the near-field distribution around a single Au120–Al180 contacted heterodimer using
the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method. As shown in
Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), the near-field distributions at the fundamental
frequency are compared. With the excitation along the long dimer
axis, the highest electric field is clearly visible close to the touching
point of the heterodimer. The local field for an excitation polarized along the long dimer axis [Elongitudinal = (Ex 2 + Ey 2 + Ez 2 )1/2 ] is
more than four times stronger than that for an excitation polarized
along the short dimer axis (Etransverse ) when only the maximum local
fields are considered. Instead, when considering the areas marked
by the dashed white circles in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), the electric field
enhancement with the longitudinal excitation is on average 1.2 times
larger than it is for the transverse case. At an incident intensity of
63 GW cm−2 , the lattice temperature evaluated with the TTM after
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thermalization is below the damage threshold (black dashed line
indicating the melting temperature of 1045 K), as shown in Fig. 4(c).
When taking the averaged field enhancement factor of 1.2 into
account, e.g., by tuning the excitation polarization from along the
dimer short axis to the dimer long axis, the lattice temperature (blue
dashed line) after thermalization is beyond the threshold, as seen in
Fig. 4(c). This result indicates that the local field enhancement plays
an important role in the excitation process, especially in the multiphoton absorption.19,27 With longitudinal polarization excitation,
the electric fields in the hot-spots are parallel to the dimer connections and the electric field can penetrate the dimers, resulting in
strong multiphoton absorption.19,27,4 On the other hand, when the
incident wave is polarized perpendicular to the dimer long axis, the
local electric field is mainly orthogonal to the NP surface and the
internal field is somewhat reduced by the electron screening, limiting the absorption process.19,27,4 Thus, the longitudinal excitation is
beneficial for generating strong far-field MPL.
We now turn our attention to the emission process of AMPL.
Interestingly, as shown in Fig. 5(a), the spectrally resolved power law
exponent coefficients in post-AMPL cases show linear dependency
on the emitted photon energy, rather than keeping a nearly constant value of 2 as is the case for the pre-AMPL step. The power
law exponent coefficients, namely, the slope values in the double
logarithmic plots of the emitted intensity vs photon energy, are
marked with blue marks for the pre-AMPL case and red for the postAMPL step. The contacted heterodimers used here are Au120–Al160
(square), Au200–Al120 (asterisks), Au120–Al220 (circle), Au120–
Al140 (cross), and Au120–Al120 (diamond). The excitation beam
is linearly polarized along the dimer long axis. The linear dependence of the power law exponent as a function of the emitted photon
energy was observed by Haug et al.56 and explained by the recombination of hot carriers. A theoretical model that combines thermodynamic properties of the nanoscale electron system with photonic
mode density closely related to the specific plasmonic environment
was proposed; it provides an approach to evaluate the emission
intensity of AMPL (see the supplementary material).
We also find that a dramatic and irreversible spectral linewidth
broadening occurs during the emission process of AMPL. At the
pre-AMPL step, the emission spectra originate from the thermal
radiation of hot electrons in the conduction bands, which are modulated by specific nanoantennas plasmon modes or the recombination

FIG. 4. [(a) and (b)] Fundamental near-field distributions around a single Au120–Al180 contacted heterodimer. The double-end white arrows indicate the polarization directions,
which are either along the dimer long (a) or short (b) axis. The white dashed circles mark the areas in which the average field enhancement is evaluated. The scale bars
denote the calculated local electric field enhancement factors. (c) Calculated lattice temperature vs time according to the two-temperature model at the laser intensity of 63
GW cm−2 under the transverse (solid curve) and longitudinal (dashed curve) excitation. The black horizontal dashed line represents the melting point of Au NPs: 1045 K.
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FIG. 5. (a) Power law exponent coefficients as functions of emitted photon energies in both pre-AMPL (red) and post-AMPL (blue) steps. The exponent coefficient in the
post-AMPL stage is fitted by linear functions (black dashed lines). The contacted heterodimers are Au120–Al160 (square), Au200–Al120 (asterisks), Au120–Al220 (circle),
Au120–Al140 (cross), and Au120–Al120 (diamond). The excitation beam is linearly polarized along the dimer long axis. (b) MPL spectra from a 50-nm thick Au film (black)
and a single contacted Au120–Al160-g20 nanodimer before (red) and after (blue) the AMPL occurrence. The integrating time is 50 s and 5 s for the Au film and Au–Al NPs,
respectively. For guiding the eyes, the emission signals of Au film and pre-AMPL are multiplied by 25. The incident beam is linearly polarized along the dimer long axis. AMPL
occurs when the excitation polarization changes.

of excited carriers at specific high symmetric points of the first Brillouin zone, e.g., X or L symmetry points, due to the high optical
density (OD).20,27,37 The linewidth for such MPL spectra is small, as
shown by the red curve in Fig. 5(b). However, during the post-AMPL
step, the AMPL spectrum always exhibits a broad peak, starting from
400 nm and extending to our detectable limit (700 nm), as shown
by the blue curve in Fig. 5(b). For guiding the eyes, the emission
signals in pre-AMPL step are multiplied by a factor of 25. The incident beam is linearly polarized along the dimer long axis. As seen
from Fig. 5(b), the MPL spectra after the occurrence of AMPL have a
more blackbody-radiation-like profile. The broad linewidth could be
caused by57 (1) thermal radiations from the hot electrons in the conduction bands and lower energy bands; (2) interband transitions of
excited carriers at other symmetric points from the same or different
valence bands; (3) collisional broadening at high temperature. Further investigations are required to narrow these different hypotheses
down.

IV. CONCLUSION
AMPL is observed from coupled Au–Al heterodimers when the
incident beam exceeds a critical laser intensity or when the incident polarization is close to the longitudinal excitation. The emission intensity increases by more than one order of magnitude and
encounters dramatic spectral changes. The corresponding intrinsic mechanisms are unveiled by a series of laser intensity- and
polarization-dependent measurements on Au–Al heterodimers with
varying diameters and gaps. The underlying physical mechanisms
are explained via Keldysh’s rate equation in strong-field. It is interpreted that AMPL derives from the recombination of avalanche
ionized hot carriers seeded by multiphoton ionization. The multiphoton ionization can be assisted by the dramatic local field of
coupled Au–Al nanoantennas at the excitation stage. The optical
breakdown threshold can be predicted via a TTM model, taking the
source term into account. The photon emission for AMPL can be
evaluated as a function of the local field environment of a specific
plasmonic nanostructure and the thermal factor of hot carriers, in
accordance with the experimental linear relationship between power
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law exponent coefficient and emitted photon energy. The change
in the emission spectral profile of the electron–hole recombination is explained by the spectral linewidth broadening mechanisms.
Our results provide systematic interpretations for the high spectral
“background” in surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy or extraordinary fluorescence enhancement when high laser excitation power
is used. The surface enhanced spectroscopy and currently emerging laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy could benefit from this
investigation.

V. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
A. Nanoantenna fabrication
Arrays of Au–Al heterodimers are fabricated on glass using
double electron-beam lithography. The Au NP diameter changes
from 80 nm to 200 nm with a step of 20 nm. For each Au NP size,
the diameter of Al NP is varied from 120 nm to 240 nm with a step
of 20 nm. The gap for each Au–Al heterodimer varies from the contact (no gap) to 200 nm with a step of 20 nm. The thickness of the
NPs is 50 nm. The distance between each adjacent heterodimer is 10
μm, such that the nonlinear optical measurements can be performed
at a single particle level with confocal microscopy. In order to have
reference samples, the same sizes of homodimers and their corresponding monomers of the same dimensions are also fabricated. A
detailed description of the fabrication procedure can be found in the
“supplementary material.”
B. Nonlinear optical characterization
The plasmonic nanostructures are characterized in a homebuilt sample-scanning confocal optical microscope. The optical path
and its full description are shown in the supplementary material.
Instead of using an objective lens, a parabolic mirror is employed to
focus and to collect the optical signal. Thanks to the large numerical aperture (NA = 0.998) and chromatic aberration free focusing,
the parabolic mirror allows us to achieve a tight focus of about
380 nm.58,59 For optical excitation, a femtosecond laser generates
ultra-short pulses (∼110 fs, 89 MHz, 774 nm) in a TEM00 Gaussian
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mode. To modulate the incident power, a gradient gray filter is used.
Once the optical density (OD) of the gradient gray filter is changed,
the averaged laser power is measured in front of the parabolic mirror. The incident laser intensity is taken as e−2 of the peak intensity. All the incidence intensity values used in the manuscript are
calculated considering the average laser power and the size of the
laser focus in the parabolic mirror. To achieve the required polarization, the excitation beam is delivered through a lambda-half wave
plate. The spectra are taken at the touching points for the contacted
nanodimers and the gap centers for the gapped nanodimers, respectively. For the ones with sizes smaller than the dimension of the laser
focus, the spectra are collected at the centers of Airy disks.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
See the supplementary material for information about sample
fabrication, experimental setup, and theoretical calculation.
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